Dear Applicant …
Letters from School
Stakeholders

January 2021

Beech Avenue
Taverham
Norwich
NR8 6HP
Telephone 01603 860505
01603 264330
Email office@taverhamhigh.org

Dear Applicant,

Headteacher: Ms Carol Dallas

On behalf of the Governing Body, I would like to thank you for your interest in applying for the key post of
Headteacher at Taverham High School. We believe this is an exciting opportunity, and that the successful
applicant will join a happy and welcoming school.
Following the retirement of our much-respected Headteacher at the end of this academic year, we are
looking to appoint a dynamic and inspirational leader to build on the school’s strengths and bring a fresh
perspective to take the school onto the next phase in its future. Our Headteacher acts as CEO of our single
academy trust. There is tremendous scope for the school to develop and grow, and opportunities for our
new Headteacher / CEO to do likewise.
At the last Ofsted inspection in 2019, the school was rated as continuing to be a good school. However,
inspectors have some concerns that standards may be declining. A robust process of quality assurance
process is in place to address the issues raised by Ofsted. We want to continue our journey of selfimprovement in all areas and the governing body is keen to work closely with someone who support our
ambition to move the school to ‘Outstanding’.
Taverham High School provides an excellent modern learning environment as a result of a new PFI build.
It is a mixed comprehensive school with around 1100 students on roll. The school was redesignated as an
11-18 School in September 2009. The independent Sixth Form is currently flourishing with a variety of
subjects offered to students to enable them to study at a higher level. The governors see the further
development of the Sixth Form as a key strategic aim. As the school is at the heart of the local community,
the new Headteacher will maintain and extend links beyond the school boundaries while leading and
developing our enthusiastic and hard-working staff team.
We are extremely proud of Taverham High School’s ethos; this embodies respect and consideration for
each other. Our pastoral system is strong and reflects the spirit of the school community – caring for each
other and celebrating success.
The successful candidate will have outstanding leadership qualities and a track record of strong
management in secondary education with the expectation to maintain and develop our guiding values;
and to demonstrate inspirational and effective leadership to ensure our dedicated staff team and our
talented students continue to achieve the very best for themselves and for our wider school community.
Therefore, if you are passionate about enabling students to achieve their potential, making a positive
difference to their lives, and if you relish the challenge of leading our School and Trust, we eagerly await
your application and look forward to meeting you.
Yours faithfully,

Dr Lauren Griffiths ARRC
Chair of Governors
On behalf of the Governing Body at Taverham High School
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January 2021

Headteacher: Ms Carol Dallas

Dear Applicant,
As the senior students in the Sixth Form at Taverham High School, we are glad to welcome your interest
in the advertised post of Headteacher. Taverham is an excellent school to study in and we have enjoyed
our experiences so much that we opted to continue our education at the Sixth Form. The student body
feel that the role of Headteacher is vital in maintaining and driving forward the school onto even greater
achievements in the future.
As a student body we above all feel that the next appointed Headteacher should be someone who is
above all else, actively involved with the students on a regular basis. Visits to classrooms or at break and
lunch will help them feel connected with the students, and help the students get to know their new
Headteacher. Students need to feel they know who their Headteacher is as we are a strong community
and will also have the mutual benefit of helping the new appointee feel connected to the school and the
student body.
As student leaders we are very keen on developing the wider values that concern our generation. We
feel it is important to appoint someone who is active in seeking equality and is aware of the current
situations in the world regarding this. They should be able to push the school into ensuring everyone
feels safe and equal with one another. They should also feel passionate about helping the environment.
We should all be caring for our planet and we need someone to be able to deliver this message to the
younger years to educate them about this matter to ensure Taverham is a sustainable and clean
environment for learning.
As sixth formers, we also feel it is important to have someone who cares for all departments within the
school. One of the great assets of the school and Sixth Form is that it offers a wide variety of specialist
subjects. We hope that each subject will be valued and that there should not be a focus only on the core
subjects but the wider curriculum of humanities, the arts and sport.
The new Headteacher should be able to demonstrate excellent leadership skills and bring wide
experience to the job. They will be a role model for many of the younger years and should be able to act
confidently in their new position. This will help the younger students trust their new Headteacher and
feel comfortable with them as a fair, strong and inspirational leader of Taverham High School.
Finally, we would like to wish you all the best of luck with your application and look forward to
welcoming you to our school.
On behalf of the:

Elliott Gale
Head Boy

Molly Holmes
Head Girl
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Headteacher: Ms Carol Dallas

Dear Applicant,
As the parent of a Year 9 student at Taverham High School, and a younger child due to start year 7 in
September 2021, I wanted to share some of the insights on what parents such as I are looking for from
our new Headteacher.
First and foremost, we would like our Headteacher to be someone who upholds the values promoted
so consistently by the school, and ensures every child feels valued and cared for. We want an
experienced, strong and resilient leader, who will be passionate about delivering outstanding
education and will ensure our children are provided with exciting, creative and meaningful learning
experiences, which build on their strengths, feed their enthusiasm for learning and help them to grow
and develop positively in a variety of ways.
As parents, we also want to be assured that our Headteacher is not only looking after the “now” but
also the “tomorrow” - seeking out good practice from elsewhere, exploring new skills and
technologies to enhance learning and trying out different ideas, as well as innovating where possible.
Having a vision for the school and always striving for outstanding practice – and not just in the context
of an Ofsted inspection – can be so motivating for students and parents alike.
Schools performance varies, depending on teaching staff and the cohorts of children that attend each
year. It is important for our Headteacher to be open and transparent around school performance,
with an honest assessment of where the school is strong or not, and an improvement plan that is
available to parents, clearly describing the actions that are being taken to enhance strengths and
address weaknesses. Official data can be hard to understand, and we want to feel that our
Headteacher isn’t hiding uncomfortable facts and is prepared to discuss these openly with parents, in
plain English.
For most of us, involvement with the school tends to be around matters of progress and attainment,
behaviour management and relations between teachers and students. It is therefore important for us
to feel that there is a “personal touch” in our interactions with a school and with our Headteacher,
that our child and family circumstances are known and understood. Being approachable, creating a
welcoming environment, where our involvement in matters of the school is not only encouraged, but
actively sought out and acted on, is important in fostering positive and respectful relations. We also
appreciate open and regular communication on issues that affect the school and the local community,
as well as clarity on the rules that our children are expected to adhere to.
So, in summary, leadership skills, academic ambition for the school and a wish to see every child
succeed or feel successful whatever their ability are critical skills and attributes.
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I am sure I speak for all parents when I wish you the very best of luck with your application.
Yours faithfully,

Markella Papageorgiou
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Headteacher: Ms Carol Dallas

Dear Applicant,
The teachers and support staff at Taverham High School would like to appoint a Headteacher who
possesses the following core values: people centred; a strong sense of moral responsibility; an emphasis
on equality and respect; and demonstrates a commitment to students and staff. We would like
someone who is able to model the key attributes of emotional intelligence, resilience, conviction,
passion, and personal humility. It is important that they are not averse to taking risks and will have the
constant goal of driving school improvement, along with a strong belief that every student deserves to
be afforded the same opportunities to succeed.
We would like a Headteacher who has a visible presence within the school, modelling high expectations
of students and staff at all times. It is important that they set the school’s direction through a clear
collaborative vision which is shared by staff. We would welcome the creation of an ethos within which
all staff are motivated and supported to develop their own skills, subject knowledge, and to support
each other to create an environment conducive to learning.
Finally, we would like a Headteacher who is open, trusting, and flexible with a willingness to listen. The
ability to inspire through optimistic personal behaviour whilst forging positive relationships and
attitudes towards their students, staff, parents, governors and members of the local community.
We wish you every success with your application and look forward to the possibility of working with you.
Yours faithfully,

Dale Timbers
SLE (Encompass)
Subject Lead Co-operative (Norfolk)
Scitt/Snitt Subject Knowledge Trainer
Head of Music
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Dear Applicant,

Headteacher: Ms Carol Dallas

I would like to thank you for your interest in Taverham High School and I hope that I will be able to meet
you in person to give you a tour of the school and to explain how rewarding this leadership experience
would be.
The school is set in a very attractive area of Norwich with excellent amenities and access to the fine city
of Norwich. It has a strong catchment which is likely to increase further with additional housing planned
for the North Norwich and Broadland area. We have in the last 3 years been oversubscribed and have
several appeals every year to join this good school. The catchment is varied and draws from a wider area
of Drayton, Horsford, Costessey and Queen’s Hill. We have been overwhelmed by the support from
parents during this Covid crisis and are grateful for the trust they have put in us with 94% attendance at
this time.
The school is quite unique in that it is a PFI school that has the benefit of outstanding facilities and
resources which makes for a very pleasant place to learn. This also brings with it additional restrictions
on this use of the building outside normal working hours. We are a stand-alone academy which allows
us to make our own decisions regarding the future of our school and the students it serves. The
governors are very conscious however of the need to review this regularly and we are constantly
working with other organisations to maintain connexions and keep our school at the forefront of
developments. We work with the SCITT programme and UEA to train teachers and the Teaching Schools
particularly Notre Dame developing teaching and learning and taking full advantage of the programmes
they offer. The school is a member of PiXL and the National College and we have a strong programme of
professional development for our staff and leaders. We have a full compliment of teaching staff who are
all specialists in their field. Our support staff provide an incredible service to our school and are all
equally valued as a strong and dynamic part of the Taverham High School Team.
Since our last Ofsted we have restructured the Senior Leadership Team to ensure it is fit for purpose and
have a strong, experienced team to take the school forward. The curriculums have been reviewed and
most of the department leads are confident at being able to explain their curriculum decisions and are
able to reflect accurately on their area in line with the expectations of the new framework but more
importantly to ensure the students get the best education possible whatever their starting point.
The Sixth Form has been a major priority for our school to improve the quality of education and make it
sustainable into the future. The results, facilities and destination data have improved every year and we
believe this offers an excellent learning environment for our post 16 students. We continue to look at
ways of expanding our provision particularly to external candidates, so that we become known as a
centre of excellence across Norwich.
After thirty-five years of teaching and 11 years as a headteacher at two secondary schools in Norfolk, I
am incredibly proud to have served these communities and had the privilege of working with such
unique and special young people. I still love being in the classroom and supporting young people but as
my own children are finishing university it is time for their mum to take her gap year and enjoy the
benefits of more flexibility with my personal time.
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I look forward to meeting those who are keen to pursue this very exciting challenge. Taverham High has
a proud history of striving to raise the aspirations and life chances of everyone it serves, and I hope you
will want to be the person who will relentlessly pursue that goal.
Yours faithfully,

Carol Dallas
Headteacher
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